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Polymeric networks are commonly used for various biomedical

applications, from reconstructive surgery to wearable electronics.

Some materials may be soft, firm, strong, or damping however,

implementing all four properties into a single material to replicate

the mechanical properties of tissue has been inaccessible. Herein,

we present the A-g-B brush-like graft copolymer platform as a

framework for fabrication of materials with independently tunable

softness and firmness, capable of reaching a strength of B10 MPa

on par with stress-supporting tissues such as blood vessel, muscle,

and skin. These properties are maintained by architectural control,

therefore diverse mechanical phenotypes are attainable for a variety

of different chemistries. Utilizing this attribute, we demonstrate the

capability of the A-g-B platform to enhance specific characteristics

such as tackiness, damping, and moldability.

Introduction

Combining softness, firmness, strength, and damping into a
neat material is incompatible with current polymer network
designs, yet such a combination is commonplace in biological
tissues.1–11 Initially very soft tissues (Young’s modulus: E0 B
102–105 Pa) stiffen rapidly with deformation, empowering up to
a 1000-fold modulus increase (aka firmness) and the ability to
withstand 410 MPa stress-at-break for protection of delicate
organs against accidental rupture. Additional protection is
provided by a relatively high damping factor (tan d) ranging

from 0.1 of skin to 0.7 of brain tissue, which allows for
absorbing shocks and vibrations in a broad frequency range.
This combination of distinct mechanical traits is enabled by a
hierarchical scaffold of collagen fibers that endorse a cascade
of molecular deformation mechanisms activated at different
stress levels.12 Implementation of such self-organization prin-
ciples in synthetic materials is challenging.

Despite recent advances in replicating tissue’s softness and
strain-stiffening,13–19 integrating softness with tissue-comparable
strength remains elusive. Successful efforts to increase the
strength and toughness of elastomers through double networks
typically lead to a considerable modulus increase (E0 4 106 Pa).20–22

On the other hand, advancements in the design of super-soft
elastic materials suffer from consequentially low strength.23,24
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New concepts
Soft tissues are protected from accidental trauma by two intrinsic defense
mechanisms: strain-adaptive stiffening and shock absorbance. Although
many synthetic materials can replicate tissue softness, matching tissue
strength and viscoelastic response remains challenging. We report the
A-g-B brush-like graft copolymer platform for the design of thermoplastic
elastomers as a framework for full replication of tissue softness, firmness,
strength, and energy dissipation. While the bottlebrush B-block facilitates
material softness, microphase separation of randomly grafted A-blocks
yields a reversible physical network that concurrently enhances
mechanical resilience and damping. Unlike the conventional ‘‘one
molecule – one strand’’ approach to the network construction, one
A-g-B molecule spans multiple meshes, which reinforces the integrity of
the stress-supporting scaffold. Furthermore, the design-by-architecture
approach empowers architectural programming of mechanical properties
at a given chemical composition by adjusting dimensions of the A and B
blocks. Reciprocally, the platform allows tuning of the A-g-B chemistry at
a given architecture for a desired mechanical profile to satisfy application
specific needs, such as moldability, tackiness, and controlled swellability.
The synergistic combination of the architectural and chemical control
enables precise and predictable property regulation of elastomeric
materials for a broad range of practical applications including but not
limited to biomedical devices, pressure-sensitive adhesives, and additive
manufacturing.
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Herein, we present the bottlebrush graft copolymer (A-g-B) plat-
form, which delivers robust physical networks where a single
molecule connects multiple meshes (as designated by the bold
backbone) empowering a unique combination of softness, firm-
ness, and strength (Fig. 1a). Furthermore, this platform accommo-
dates broad chemical diversity of the A and B blocks to satisfy
needs of specific applications such as tissue-mimetic elastomers for
biomedical devices, soft robotics, wearable electronics, pressure-
sensitive adhesives, and additive manufacturing.

Incorporation of bottlebrush macromolecules into elasto-
mers has led to a breakthrough in mechanical property control

of polymer networks.25,26 Due to the architectural disentangle-
ment of brush-like strands,27–31 it became possible to prepare
super-soft elastomers with a modulus down to 100 Pa
(Fig. 1b).32,33 However, brush networks with covalent crosslinks
show relatively low firmness, b o 0.2, defined by the strain-
stiffening parameter b = hRin

2i/Rmax
2 – a ratio of the mean

square end-to-end distance, hRin
2i, of undeformed strands to

their contour length, Rmax.14,34,35 Firmness was subsequently
increased through the design of ABA block copolymer networks
(middle panel, Fig. 1a), where the bottlebrush backbones get
additionally extended by microphase segregation of A and B

Fig. 1 (a) Evolutionary augmentation of mechanical properties from super-softness of covalent bottlebrush elastomers through adding firmness in self-
assembled ABA networks to superior strength of molecularly interconnected A-g-B elastomers. The mesh interconnectivity is highlighted by a bold
backbone of an A-g-B macromolecule. Interplay of multiple architectural parameters, such as length and grafting density of side chains in the B block as
well as A block dimensions, permits unparalleled control of equilibrium and viscoelastic mechanical properties. Chemistries chosen for application
specific functions, such as adhesion, moldability, or water uptake, can be implemented within specific mechanical phenotypes. (b) Stress–elongation
curves of selected covalent bottlebrush elastomer (E0 = 9.9 kPa and b = 0.07) and a thermoplastic ABA brush copolymer (E0 = 13.3 kPa and b = 0.77)
samples. Although, the ABA system demonstrates very high firmness that may reach b D 0.9 on par with skin (dashed line), both systems exhibit low
strength (smax o 0.1 MPa).15 (c) Self-assembled networks of A-g-B brush-like graft copolymers display a unique combination of softness, firmness, and
strength (ESI,† Table S1). A sample of PBA-ran-PMMA-g-(PDMS/PS) graft copolymer exhibits strength B8 MPa on par with aorta (dashed line), surpassing
many other strong tissues.
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blocks yet remain stretchable due to the ‘‘hidden length’’ of
coiled A-blocks inside the network nodes.13,36 These thermo-
plastic elastomers with bottlebrush strands demonstrated
unprecedented firmness up to b D 0.9 on par with biological
tissues, while maintaining the tissue-like softness (E0 D 103–
105 Pa) and extensibility (lmax D 2–4) (Fig. 1b). However, the ABA
systems possess a relatively low strength of smax o 0.5 MPa,
which is B10 times weaker than that of stress-supporting tissues
such as skin and blood vessels (ESI,† Table S1).13,15 The
low strength is ascribed to the ‘‘one strand – one molecule’’
construction, where the deformation-caused withdrawal of an
A block from a network node leads to its coiling and strand
removal from the load-bearing scaffold.13,36 To address this
issue, we introduce A-g-B bottlebrush graft copolymers (‘‘-g-’’
denotes long A-blocks randomly grafted to a bottlebrush back-
bone of block B), where one brush molecule may span multiple
network cells to enhance network resilience (Fig. 1c). When an
A-block is dislodged from an A-domain during deformation, the
corresponding strand remains strained, which concurrently
maintains the load-bearing scaffold, improves tension distribution,
and allows for re-association of the loose A-block with neighboring
A-domains. Even though the A-g-B networks are less perfectly
organized than the ABA networks, they demonstrate B10–100 �
strength enhancement compared to ABA systems, attaining smax =
8 MPa greater than human aorta (Fig. 1c and ESI,† Table S1).37

Furthermore, self-assembled A-g-B networks can be reversibly dis-
assembled either by heating above the order–disorder temperature
or dissolution in a good solvent, which enhances materials
processability.

Results and discussion
Synthesis

A-g-B brush-like graft copolymers are defined by a set of six
architectural parameters [nsc, ng, nA, fA, nbb, nx], where nsc is the
degree of polymerization (DP) of the side-chains in the brush
B block, ng is the DP of backbone spacer between side chains,
nA and fA are respectively the DP and volume fraction of linear
A-blocks, nbb is the DP of a brush backbone, and nx corresponds
to the backbone DP between A-blocks equivalent to the DP of
network strand (Fig. 2). For convenience of discussion, we also
introduce parameter z = nbb/nx, which approximately corre-
sponds to an average number of A-blocks per bottlebrush
macromolecule. To study the effect of mesh interconnectivity
on elastomer strength, we synthesized a series of A-g-B graft
copolymers (similar to ‘‘Janus graft block copolymers’’)38 with
different z = 2–13 using a combination of reversible addition-
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) co-polymerization of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and Br-terminated poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) macromonomers with consecutive atom transfer
radical polymerization (ATRP) of poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) A-block grafted from the terminal bromine, yielding
poly[MMA-g-(PDMS/PMMA)] bottlebrush graft copolymers with
ng = 1 (Fig. 2 and ESI,† Table S2, Sections S1.2–S1.4).39–45 To vary
side chain grafting density (Bng

�1), PDMS macromonomers

were co-polymerized with n-butyl acrylate (BA) as backbone
spacers between PDMS side chains yielding poly[nBA-ran-MMA-
g-(PDMS/PMMA)] graft copolymers with ng = 4–8 (Fig. 2a). For
convenience, bottlebrush (densely grafted) samples will be
referred to as PMMA-g-PDMS (ng = 1), while the loosely grafted
structures are named as PMMA-g-PDMS (ng = 4, 8). Due to the
difference in size and chemistry, moderate gradient of side chain
and spacer distribution is assumed, though well-defined
mechanical properties suggest minimal effect (Fig. S7, ESI†).14

All synthesized samples are summarized in the (ESI,† Table S2),
while representative A-g-B networks are in Table 1.

To demonstrate the universality of the platform and its modular
nature in addressing specific applications, we prepared A-g-B graft
copolymers with different chemical compositions of A-blocks and
B-side chains. For example, PMMA A-blocks were replaced with
polystyrene (PS) (ESI,† Sections S1.7, S1.8 and Scheme S3) to enable
elastomer fluidity at B100 1C for molding and 3D printing. By
substituting PDMS side chains in the B-block with higher glass
transition polyisobutylene (PIB) (ESI,† Section S1.6 and Scheme S2),
we augmented viscoelastic dissipation at room temperature and
conventional strain rates, thereby enhancing adhesion and vibra-
tion damping. For scalability, the controlled radical polymerization
(CRP) methods were replaced with free radical polymerization (FRP)
to synthesize PS-g-PDMS (ng = 8) and PS-g-PIB (ng = 8) (Fig. 2b).

Structure

Chemically dissimilar blocks undergo microphase separation.46–49

Different techniques were employed for characterization of both

Fig. 2 Polymerization of A-g-B brush-like graft copolymers with con-
trolled grafting density of the brush (B) block and fraction of linear A blocks
distributed as long side chains in the brush block. (a) The controlled radical
polymerization (CRP) of assorted macromonomers yields poly[nBA-ran-
MMA-g-(PDMS/PMMA)] brush copolymers, while (b) the free radical
polymerization (FRP) produces poly[nBA-ran-MMA-g-(PIB/PS)] brush copo-
lymers with controlled DP of the brush block. The parameter nx is defined as a
ratio of molar ratio of A and B macromonomers, including spacers.
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molecular structure and morphology of self-assembled A-g-B
networks. The copolymer composition [nsc, ng, nA, nx] was mon-
itored by 1H-NMR spectroscopy while samples with identical
compositions but different nbb were verified by the number average
molecular weight from gel-permeation chromatography (ESI,†
Fig. S5–S13). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used for
molecular imaging of A-g-B macromolecules to confirm their
dimensions and microphase separation (ESI,† Section S2.1). Lang-
muir–Blodget monolayers demonstrate densely packed worm-like
PMMA-g-PDMS (ng = 1) macromolecules (Fig. 3a and ESI,† Fig. S23),
where the intermolecular distance of 8.3 � 1.0 nm is consistent
with two-fold the side chain contour length, 2Rsc,max = 2nscl D
8.7 nm, using nsc = 14 and l = 0.31 nm as a projection length of the
PDMS repeat unit. The dense monolayer arrangement hinders the
microphase separation of the A-blocks, yet star-like aggregates of
multiple bottlebrushes are evident in loosely packed films (Fig. 3b).

More insight into bulk morphology of A-g-B networks
was obtained by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) (ESI,†
Section S2.2). First, A-g-B samples of near identical [nsc,ng,nA, nx]
yet different nbb, i.e. different numbers of A-blocks per backbone
(z), are shown to produce nearly identical SAXS curves (Fig. 3d),
which supports the hypothesis that long A-g-B macromolecules
with z 4 2 form topologically similar networks, differing only in
mesh interconnectivity. Second, we show that the network mor-
phology depends on the A-g-B architecture. Specifically, we studied
(i) nx variation at a given nA (Fig. 3e), (ii) nA variation at a
given nx (ESI,† Fig. S21), and (iii) variation of grafting density of

B side chains (Table 1 and ESI,† Fig. S22). SAXS curves elicit
three characteristic network dimensions: the interbrush distance
(d1), A-domain diameter (d2), and the interdomain distance (d3)
(Fig. 3c and d). For densely grafted bottlebrush blocks (ng = 1), d1

corresponds to the brush diameter and the Kuhn length of the
bottlebrush backbone (bK D d1).35,50,51 From the domain diameter
d2 extracted from a series of ripples of the form-factor, we obtain
two structural parameters: (i) aggregation number Q = rV/MA and
(ii) interfacial area per brush strand Sin = pd2

2/(2Q), where r is
mass density of A polymer, V = pd2

3/6 – domain volume, and MA –
molecular mass of A-block (Table 1). Unlike the previously studied
ABA linear-brush-linear copolymers,13,15,52,53 each A block in an
A-g-B macromolecule anchors two bottlebrush strands to a net-
work node (Fig. 3c), which is accounted by the factor of 2 in the
denominator of the Sin equation. As a result, the footprint of
bottlebrush strands at the domain surface, Sin, is considerably
smaller than the bottlebrush packing area in the bulk as

S0 ffi
ffiffiffi
3
p �

2d1
2. This suggests strong extension of bottlebrush back-

bone at the interface, causing additional enhancement of the
strain-stiffening response of A-g-B elastomers as discussed below.

Mechanical properties

Systematic studies of backbone dilution on the mechanical
properties of brush networks by increasing nsc, ng

�1, and nx

have been established previously,13,14 therefore, our main focus
here is twofold: (i) strengthening the network through enhancement
of mesh interconnectivity by increasing the number of A-blocks
per brush macromolecules (z) and (ii) architecturally tuning
the viscoelastic response. We conducted uniaxial tensile tests
(ESI,† Section S2.3 and Fig. S25) of A-g-B brush networks with
nbb varying from B200 to 2000 and z ranging from B1.4 to 13
accordingly, while keeping the other architectural parameters
(nsc, ng, nx, nA, fA) constant. All samples demonstrate similar
softness, E0 E 50 kPa, and firmness, bE 0.46–0.54 yet the smax

increases 15-fold from 0.04 MPa to 0.9 MPa (Fig. 4a). This trend is
corroborated by coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations
due to a direct increase in energy cost for A-block withdrawal in
samples with a higher z-parameter (ESI,† Fig. S33 and S34).
Although the achieved strengthening is substantial, the absolute
values of smax o 1 MPa are relatively low. Additional strengthen-
ing was facilitated by concurrently decreasing grafting density of
the side chains, ng

�1, and increasing volume fraction of A blocks,
fA (Fig. 4c). The decrease of grafting density reinforces the
network by increasing volume fraction of the backbones.
However, decreasing ng

�1 alone leads to a firmness decline as
observed in covalent brush networks.14,35 To reverse the trend,
A-g-B’s with greater volume fraction of A-blocks, fA, were synthe-
sized. These elastomers witness a dual effect on network struc-
ture: (i) higher aggregation number of network nodes (Q), hence
higher crosslink functionality and (ii) stronger strand extension,
hence higher firmness (b) evidenced by the decreasing
strand footprint (Sin) (Table 1). The series of PS-g-PDMS (ng = 8)
brush-like copolymers with fA ranging from 0.03 to 0.24 demon-
strated steady increase of stress-at-break up to 6 MPa (Fig. 4c)
which is comparable and even exceeds the strength of many soft

Table 1 Chemical structure and network morphology of brush-like graft
copolymers

nA
a fA

b ng
c nx

d nbb
e

E0,f

kPa bg
d1,
nm

d2,
nm

d3,
nm Qh

Sin,i

nm2
S0,j

nm2

nbb effect: poly[MMA-g-(PDMS/PMMA)]
53 0.029 1 149 210 16.9 0.42 3.4 11.6 28.5 107 2.0 9.9
63 0.034 1 149 607 26.6 0.45 3.4 14.5 31.1 175 1.9 9.9
62 0.034 1 149 1935 31.4 0.40 3.4 14.9 32.0 193 1.8 9.9

nA effect: poly[MMA-g-(PDMS/PMMA)]
27 0.015 1 149 1935 9.8 0.31 3.4 13.3 36.1 316 0.9 9.9
62 0.034 1 149 1935 31.4 0.40 3.4 14.9 32.0 193 1.8 9.9
81 0.044 1 149 1935 53.1 0.46 3.4 13.6 27.6 125 2.5 9.9

ng effect: poly[nBA-ran-MMA-g-(PDMS/PMMA)]
81 0.044 1 149 1935 53.1 0.46 3.4 13.6 27.6 125 2.5 10.0
178 0.241 4 139 1923 103 0.29 3.5 16.9 29.1 98 4.6 10.6
147 0.278 8 142 1959 60.9 0.13 3.9 16.7 31.2 115 3.8 13.2

nx effect: poly[nBA-ran-MMA-g-(PDMS/PS)]
60 0.05 8 502 1061 78 0.18 3.7 12.7 20.3 106 2.4 11.7
60 0.08 8 315 2807 110 0.22 3.8 14.3 20.1 151 2.1 12.8
60 0.15 8 155 2854 528 0.44 4.0 16.1 18.9 215 1.9 13.9
60 0.24 8 86 4425 1853 0.72 3.6 15.6 18.4 196 2.0 10.9

a Number average DP of PS or PMMA side chains as determined by
1H-NMR. b Volume fraction of PS or PMMA, rPS = 1.02 g mL�1, rPMMA =
1.15 g mL�1, rPDMS = 0.96 g mL�1. c Number of spacer repeat units
between A blocks. d Number average DP of brush backbone between PS or
PMMA side chains. e DP of total brush backbone in the A-g-B macromo-
lecule. f Young’s modulus determined either as tangent of a stress–strain
curve at l- 1 or from the fitting eqn (S2) (ESI) at l = 1 as E0 = E(1 + 2(1 �
b)�2)/3. g Strain-stiffening parameter b = hRin

2i/Rmax
2 obtained by fitting

stress–strain curves with eqn (S1) (ESI). h Aggregation number. i Area per
brush strand at the A/B interface calculated from the aggregation number
as Sin = pd2

2/(2Q). j Apparent cross section area of bottlebrush cylinder
S0 ¼

ffiffiffi
3
p �

2d1
2 assuming hexagonal packing.
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tissues such as aorta, blood vessel, skeletal muscle, and even
some cartilage tissues (ESI,† Table S1).

Concurrent with the elastic response measured a low strain
rate of _e = 0.005 s�1 (Fig. 4a and b), which corresponds to the
rubber-elastic plateau for the PS-g-PDMS samples, the A-g-B
architecture allows tuning the viscoelastic response. The fre-
quency dependence of the storage modulus and damping factor
was measured for samples varying (i) nx at a given nA (Fig. 4c),
(ii) nA at a given nx, and (iii) grafting density, Bng

�1 (ESI,†
Fig. S26 and S27). The lowering of the crosslink density at a
given nA = 60 results in two effects (Fig. 4c): (i) decrease of the
storage modulus (G0), which is consistent with the stress–elonga-
tion curves in Fig. 4b, and (ii) lower frequency shift of the elastic
plateau onset, which is evidenced by the corresponding increase
of the damping (tand). Other structural levers, such as grafting
density, may be utilized as well to regulate viscoelastic behavior
(ESI,† Fig. S26). However, nearly full replication of tissues
viscoelastic response is achieved by leveraging both architecture
and chemistry of A-g-B networks. While a PS-g-PDMS (ng = 8)
sample shows near identical damping response to ligament,
replacing PDMS with a higher glass transition PIB in PS-g-PIB
(ng = 8) shifts the frequency spectrum demonstrating damping
similar to porcine brain (Fig. 4d).

The effect of deformation on A-g-B network morphology was
studied by in situ SAXS which allows instantaneous monitoring
of changes in the d1, d2, and d3 spacings during uniaxial
extension (Fig. 5a). The strongest effect is observed for the
inter-domain distance d3, which progressively increases along
the stretching axis while decreasing in the perpendicular
directions as expected for uniaxial network deformation
(Fig. 5b). In a similar fashion, the A-domain exhibits anisotro-
pic variations: increasing along the stretching direction
and decreasing in the perpendicular directions (Fig. 5c),
which contrasts the lack of domain deformation in ABA
elastomer.13,15 The observed deformation of PMMA domains
suggests a higher stress exerted on the nanospheres through
two bottlebrush blocks attached to one A-block, which is
consistent with the smaller bottlebrush footprint (Sin)
(Table 1). However, the domains deformation does not lead to
any detectable decrease of their average volume, which supports
the hypothesis of re-association of dislodged A-blocks with
neighboring domains in the course of the deformation process.
Stretching also affects the brush diameter corresponding to the
d1 peak position (Fig. 5d), which is ascribed to unravelling of the
backbone inside bottlebrush envelopes which contributes to
strain-stiffening.15

Fig. 3 Structural characterization of A-g-B brush copolymers by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). (a) AFM
micrograph of a Langmuir–Blodget monolayer of PMMA-g-PDMS (ng = 1, nA = 81, nx = 149) shows densely packed worm-like macromolecules separated
by a distance d D 2Rsc,max, where Rsc,max is a contour length of PDMS side chain. The cross-sectional profile was measured perpendicular to the molecular
orientation (dashed line). (b) AFM micrograph of a sparse monolayer exhibits star-like aggregates due to association of A-blocks. (c) Dimensions of A-g-B
network morphology: d1 – interbrush distance, d2 – A-domain diameter, d3 – interdomain distance, Sin – interfacial area per brush strand at the domain
surface, S0 – bottlebrush packing area in the bulk. (d) SAXS curves of PMMA-g-PDMS (ng = 1) samples with identical [nsc = 14, nA D 60, nx = 149] yet different
numbers of A-blocks per bottlebrush (z) as indicated. The nbb variation does not cause any significant effects on the network morphology. The deviation of
the green curve is due to z = 1.4 o 2, indicating that some molecules may have only one A block (loose ends) that lead to a smaller domain size (d2) and
correspondingly smaller distance between the domains (d3) (Table 1). (e) SAXS curves of PS-g-PDMS (ng = 8) samples with identical [nsc = 14, ng = 8, nA = 60]
yet different nx and corresponding fA values. For this sample series, the bottlebrush peak is broader and shifts towards higher d1 values because of possible
interpenetration of side chains and backbone folding inside the bottlebrush envelope promoted by the decrease in grafting density.40 The increase of fA at a
given nA results in the corresponding increase in the aggregation number, Q, and decrease of the interfacial area per brush strand, Sin (Table 1).
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Chemistry variation and application

In addition to controlling mechanical properties of thermoplastic
elastomers, the modular nature of the A-g-B platform allows a broad
range of chemical compositions for A and B blocks. The chemical
variability accommodates specific functions such as thermal stabi-
lity, adhesion, and molding (Fig. 1), while their mechanical proper-
ties (softness, firmness, and strength) are regulated by network
architecture. To that end, we report exemplary A-g-B chemical
structures that target specific application needs (Fig. 6a). First,
using PDMS side chains and PMMA A-blocks in the above dis-
cussed PMMA-g-PDMS system (Fig. 6b) is beneficial for thermal
stability of mechanical properties. The combination of a low glass
transition temperature of PDMS (Tg =�124 1C) and highly cohesive
PMMA domains maintains nearly constant storage and loss moduli
within broad temperature (o100 1C) and frequency ranges (10�2–
102 Hz), which is valuable for devices subjected to considerable
thermal fluctuations. However, other applications, e.g., injection
molding and 3D-printing, require fluidity at moderate tempera-
tures. This was achieved by replacing PMMA with less cohesive PS
as A-block, resulting in a storage modulus, G0, decrease above the
PS glass transition temperature of 105 1C and demonstrating an
elastomer-to-melt transition at 150 1C (Fig. 6b). The enhanced
fluidity of the PS block enables injection molding and 3D printing
of various shapes (Fig. 6c and ESI,† Section S2.5) that match the
deformation response (modulus, strength, and elongation-at-break)
of solution cast samples (ESI,† Fig. S31).

Fig. 4 (a) Strength of PMMA-g-PDMS (ng = 1) elastomers systematically increases with the number of A blocks per A-g-B macromolecules, z, at a
constant DP between A blocks of nx = 149 (Table 1). (b) Stress–elongation curves of PS-g-PDMS (ng = 8) samples with different nx (and correspondingly
fA) values as indicated (Table 1). The decrease of nx at a given nA = 60 results in progressively increasing strength. (c) Frequency sweeps of the storage
modulus (G0) and damping factor (tan d) of the PS-g-PDMS samples with different nx and fA values from panel b. (d) PS-g-PDMS elastomer (ng = 8,
nx = 86, nA = 60) replicates the frequency dependence of the pericardium and ligament damping factors. Replacing of PDMS with PIB in the PS-g-PIB
elastomer (ng = 8, nx = 216, nA = 60) allows closely matching the damping of brain tissue (Table S1, ESI†).

Fig. 5 In situ SAXS monitoring A-g-B elastomer deformation of PMMA-g-
PDMS (ng = 1, nbb = 1935, fA = 0.044). (a) 1D SAXS curves and 2D
patterns captured during uniaxial extension at different elongation
ratios l = L/L0, as indicated. Normalized (b) inter-domain distance
(c) domain diameter, and (d) brush diameter as a function of l. Filled and
hollow squares are measurements in the parallel and perpendicular planes,
respectively.
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In other domains of practical applications, pressure sensitive
adhesives and vibration damping, materials are expected
to demonstrate a particular viscoelastic variance as a function
of frequency (within the 10�2 to 102 Hz range) at room
temperature.54 This feature can be addressed by substitution
of PDMS with polyisobutylene (PIB) side chains (Fig. 6a), which
shifts the material relaxation dynamics toward the Rouse regime
at room temperature (Fig. 6d). The combination of lowering the
storage modulus (G0 o 0.1 MPa at 0.01 Hz) and enhanced
viscoelasticity (increase of tan d = G00/G0 from B0.1 to B1 range)
facilitates substrate wetting and energy dissipation at a debonding
rate of B1 Hz. This results in the increase of the overall work of
adhesion (Wadh) of the material by probe tack testing showing

potential as a pressure sensitive adhesive (Fig. 6e and ESI,†
Section S2.6). The chemistries addressed are merely a subset of
synthetic and application pathways capable of implementing
A-g-B brush architecture and can be greatly expanded.

Conclusions

The A-g-B brush platform enables immense expansion of the
mechanical property scope of thermoplastic elastomers by inde-
pendently tuning elastic and viscoelastic properties. Specifically,
a unique combination of softness, firmness, and strength was
attained through coordinated variation of the side chain length,

Fig. 6 (a) Copolymer structure of distinct A-g-B macromolecules utilized as mesoblocks for enhancing thermostability, moldability at lower
temperatures, adhesion, and vibration damping. (b) Temperature dependence of storage (G0) and loss (G00) moduli of A-g-B elastomers with chemically
different A-blocks (PMMA and PS) yet the same bottlebrush B block with PDMS side chains (f = 1 Hz). Unlike the PS-g-PMMA sample, PS-g-PDMS (ng = 8)
elastomers undergoes melting at B150 1C. (c) 3D printing of the UNC logo (photographs) was performed by fused filament fabrication using a PS-g-PIB
(ng = 8) sample at 150 1C. (d) Time-dependent and independent A-g-B brush copolymers in the PSA viscoelastic window. (e) Probe tack test of the PS-g-
PIB and PS-g-PDMS samples (T = 25, _e = 1 s�1, h0 = 1 mm) reveals a considerable difference in the work of adhesion Wadh ¼ h0

Ð emax
0 seng eð Þde of 563 J m�2

and 50 J m�2, respectively.
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grafting density, volume fraction of A blocks, and interconnectivity
network cells. Furthermore, specific properties like molding, damp-
ing, and pressure sensitive adhesion were adjusted by varying the
chemical composition of the A and B blocks. Specifically, A-g-B
materials achieved strength of B10 MPa, exceeding that of blood
vessels, and closely replicated frequency dependence of the damp-
ing factor of super-soft brain and super-tough ligament tissues. The
thermoplastic nature of A-g-B networks combined with reduced
viscosity of brush-like macromolecules enables injection molding
and 3D printing of shapes with molecularly tunable tissue-mimetic
elastic and dynamic mechanical properties.
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